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Yukon Sentinel 3x60 L laser spot is an additional several dozen meters of object recognition range The Yukon Sentinel
is one of the best equipped night vision sights in its class. A side parallax correction knob from 2 m to infinity and a
reticle with a scale that allows you to determine the range of the target and make corrections when shooting a certain
distance, as well as the color switch of the grid with Red on green makes the precise shot easier. Placing the battery
container in an easily accessible place makes replacing the battery is no problem, the green LED signaling the activation
of the night vision begins to shine red with light for about half an hour before the battery discharges. Built-in porthole
with focus adjustment makes the night vision device even in dark conditions. In addition, a special rail has been placed
on the body, to which accessories such as an additional porthole, directional microphone, etc. can be attached easily.
As standard, the set includes a remote control, which, when mounted on the butt, enables the night vision device to be
operated without detaching the hands from the weapon. Technical parameters â€¢ Generation: 1+ â€¢ IR illuminator: builtin, laser ? = 780 nm, 1st security class â€¢ Zoom: 3x â€¢ Diameter of the lens: 60 mm â€¢ Resolution: 40 lines / mm â€¢
Range of recognition: 220 m â€¢ Observation range: 300 m â€¢ Field of view: 11 ° â€¢ Focus range (Diopter): +/- 2.5 â€¢ E
relief ( eye relief ): 45 mm â€¢ Cross adjustment: 1/2 MOA (20 mm by 100 m) â€¢ Water resistance class: IPX5 â€¢ Power
supply: 2x AA 1.5 V ("sticks") â€¢ Temperature range: from -40 to + 40 ° C â€¢ Working time without changing the power
source: up to 70 hours (without IR, 20 ° C) â€¢ Dimensions: 270 x 90 x 100 mm â€¢ Weight: 1180 g Warranty 3 years
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